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Public Figures Speak out Against Cameron ‘Doing God’

WE ARE NOT A CHRISTIAN COUNTRY
Over 50 public figures, including
novelists, scientists, broadcasters,
campaigners, authors and
comedians have written to the
Prime Minister challenging his
statement on Britain as a Christian
country. The letter was organised
by the President of the British
Humanist Association (BHA)
Professor Jim Al-Khalili,
theoretical physicist and science
broadcaster. It states:

The Letter
We respect the Prime Minister’s
right to his religious beliefs and the
fact that they affect his own life as a
politician. However, we wish to
object to his repeated
mischaracterising of our country as
a ‘Christian country’ and the
negative consequences for our
politics and society that this view
engenders.
Apart from in the narrow
constitutional sense that we
continue to have an established
church, we are not a ‘Christian
country’. Repeated surveys, polls,
and studies show most of us as
individuals are not Christian in our
beliefs or our religious identities
and at a social level, Britain has
been shaped for the better by many
pre-Christian, non-Christian, and
post-Christian forces. We are a

plural society with citizens with a
range of perspectives and a largely
non-religious society. To constantly
claim otherwise fosters alienation
and division in our society.
Although it is right to recognise the
contribution made by many
Christians to social action, it is
wrong to try to exceptionalise their
contribution when it is equalled by
British people of different beliefs. It
needlessly fuels enervating
sectarian debates that are by and
large absent from the lives of most
British people, who – as polls show
– do not want religions or religious
identities to be actively prioritised
by their elected government.’
Signatories.
Jim Al-Khalili, President of the
British Humanist Association, said:
As people who value reason and
evidence in public policy and fairness
and secularism in our political life, we
wrote this letter as a result not just of
one recent speech and article but of a
disturbing trend.
Politicians have been speaking of our
country as 'a Christian country' with
increasing frequency in the last few
years. "Not only is this inaccurate, I
think it's a wrong thing to do in a time
when we need to be building a strong
shared identity in an increasingly
plural and non-religious society.

The full list of signatories
Professor Jim Al-Khalili, President of
the BHA
Phillip Pullman, author
Dan Snow, historian and broadcaster
Tim Minchin, musician and writer
Dr Simon Singh, science writer
Ken Follett, novelist
Dr Adam Rutherford, broadcaster
and science writer
Sir John Sulston FRS, Nobel Prize
winning scientist
Sir David Smith FRS FRSE, eminent
botanist
Professor Jonathan Glover,
philosopher
Professor Anthony Grayling,
philosopher
Nick Ross, broadcaster
CJ De Mooi, actor & professional
quizzer
Virginia Ironside, writer
Professor Steven Rose, scientist &
writer
Natalie Haynes, comedian and writer
Peter Tatchell, human rights
campaigner
Professor Raymond Tallis FMedSci,
philosopher and author
Dr Iolo ap Gwynn FRMS, scientist
and mountaineer
Stephen Volk, screenwriter & author
Professor Steve Jones, Professor of
Genetics, science writer and
broadcaster
Sir Terry Pratchett OBE, Fantasy
fiction author, satirist
Dr Evan Harris, Former Liberal
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WHAT’S ON
at the

Secular Hall
Sunday 27th April, 6.30pm
Freedom of Thought in the World. Bob Churchill from the
International Humanist and Ethical Union speaks on the Freedom of
Thought Report 2013. This is the first report to focus specifically on
the rights and legal status of Humanists, atheists and the nonreligious in every country in the world.

Sunday 4th May, 7.00pm
Songs you love. Chris Lloyd and Keith Buck (of Talon, the leading
Eagles tribute band, with a wide range of popular songs with acoustic
guitar. Proceeds to Secular Hall improvements. £8 (concessions
£5.50). Book with Mike on 0116 270 3335. Bar.

Sunday 11th May, 6.30pm
How Democratic is the EU? Emma McClarkin (Con), Bill NewtonDunn (Lib Dem), Roger Helmer (UKIP) and Rory Palmer (Lab) debate
the question as part of campaigning for the European Elections on
22nd May. Jointly with Unlock Democracy.

Sunday 18th May, 6.30pm
The Life And Times Of Jack Jones, Trade Union Giant. Lee Solomon
spent much of his childhood and youth with Jack Jones and presents
his views and anecdotes about the popular trade union leader.

Sunday 25th May, 6.30pm
Half-year report back meeting from the LSS Board to members.
Board officers give their interim reports on activities and answer any
questions members wish to put. LSS members only.

Sunday 1st June, 6.30pm
The ‘Out Campaign’ of the Richard Dawkins Foundation. Lucy
Wainwright presents the case for the nonreligious to come out of the
closet and say where they stand on religion.

Sunday 8th June, 7.00pm
The Singing Midwife. Julie Dawid, the ‘singing midwife’, plays songs
inspired by her profession, peppered with numerous funny
anecdotes. £6 on the door (concessions £4.50).

Sunday 15th June, 6.30pm
Positive money. Did you know that currently in the UK it is the banks that
create money not the government? Ian Tennant of the campaigning group
Positive.

Sunday 22nd June, 6.30pm
‘That’s Humanism’. Robert Ashby, Chair of the British Humanist
Association, presents the case for Humanism
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Continued from page 1
Democrat Member of Parliament and
Vice-President of the BHA
Dr Richard Bartle, Professor of
Computer Game Design
Sian Berry, Green campaigner,
politician and author
Professor John A Lee, Consultant
Histopathologist
Professor Richard Norman,
philosopher
Zoe Margolis, author
Joan Smith, journalist and author
Michael Gore, CVO CBE
Derek McAuley, General Assembly of
Unitarian and Free Christian
Churches
Lorraine Barratt, former member of
the Welsh Assembly
Dr Susan Blackmore, writer &
broadcaster
Dr Harry Stopes-Roe, Vice President
of the BHA
Sir Geoffrey Bindman QC (Hon),
human rights lawyer
Adele Anderson, actor and singer
Dr Helena Cronin, Co-Director,
Centre for Philosophy of Natural and
Social Science
Professor Alice Roberts, Anatomist,
author and broadcaster
Professor Chris French, Professor of
Psychology,
Sir Tom Blundell, scientist
Maureen Duffy, poet, playwright &
novelist
Baroness Whitaker, Labour peer
Lord Avebury, Liberal Democrat peer
Richard Herring, writer & comedian
Martin Rowson, writer and cartoonist
Tony Hawks, comedian, writer,
musician and philanthropist
Peter Cave, philosopher and author
Diane Munday, campaigner
Professor Norman MacLean, Biologist
Professor Sir Harold Kroto FRS,
Nobel prize winner, Professor of
Chemistry
Sir Richard Dalton, former Diplomat
Sir David Blatherwick, KCMG, OBE,
Diplomat and writer
Michael Rubenstein, writer & legal
expert
Polly Toynbee, columnist &
broadcaster
Lord O'Neill, Labour peer

School Stops Gender Discrimination in Adverts

BUT SEGREGATION STAYS
Following concerns raised by the National Secular
Society, three Muslim state schools have been told
not to discriminate against job applicants on the
basis of gender. As a result, the latest jobs adverts
from Leicester’s troubled Madani School, make no
reference to gender.
Religious Ethos
However in an interview given to Channel Four, the
Chairman of the Governors, Hussein Suleman
said:"We don't believe it would be right for males to teach
our female pupils, or for a woman to teach our young men. In
our religion, men and women do not interact on a casual
basis, there are dos and don'ts and rules of conduct."
The school says that in accordance with its religious
ethos, boys and girls are segregated - but so too are the
teachers. There is a separate timetable for the shared
library, with girls and boys only being allowed access
on separate days. The school day is staggered so that
the sexes never meet, with the girls starting 15 minutes
earlier.
Despite the climbdown over the adverts, its seems
likely that the discrimination in the appointment of
teachers will continue by more subtle means. Sara
Khan, who runs a Muslim Women's project called
Inspire told Channel Four that
"There is nothing in my religion which states that a woman
cannot teach men. And what message are we sending to
these boys, that only a man can teach them science?"We
don't stand in segregated queues at the supermarket or at the
bus stop. What are we teaching our children if we enforce it
in schools?"
No Justification for Discrimination in Ads - DfE
In January, the NSS submitted evidence to the
Department for Education (DfE) of a number of
adverts placed by the Leicester based Madani Schools
Federation which prohibited women from applying
from teaching and non-teaching jobs at an Islamic
boys' school. Adverts included one requesting a "male
science teacher" and another for a 'Male ICT
Technician'. Additional adverts were placed for the
Madani Girls' School requiring 'female only' teachers.
After investigating the complaints, the DfE said there
"did not appear to be any justification as to why these
post holders would need to be of a particular sex.”
The DfE asked Leicester City Council to investigate the
matter. After doing so the Local Authority advised the
DfE that the schools would ensure these
advertisements were withdrawn.
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This poster was seen displayed in the corridor of the Madani
School. It was photographed and posted on a social media page.

IS MUSIC A SIN IN THIS SCHOOL?
A poster on the wall of the Madani School tells
children that music is the tool of satan. It says that
playing and listening to musical instruments is
haraam (sinful or forbidden by Allah).
However, the school is obliged by law to teach children
music up to year 9. Five years ago, the Ofsted inspector
found there was little provision in the school’s
curriculum for music. However, the more recent
inspection seems to have ignored the issue, despite it
being clearly flagged up in 2009. It looks as if this is yet
another area where the ethos of the school is at odds
with the wider society.

Music: Required by the National Curriculum
According to the National Curriculum:
Music is a universal language that embodies one of the
highest forms of creativity. A high-quality music education
should engage and inspire pupils to develop a love of music
and their talent as musicians..... As pupils progress, they
should develop a critical engagement with music, allowing
them to compose, and to listen with discrimination to the best
in the musical canon.

Secular Society seeks Assurances
The President of the Secular Society is to write to the
School and City mayor seeking assurances that the
school is meeting the requirements of the National
Curriculum and that the poster has been removed.

AS I PLEASE
Hamish Whiteley
AS I PLEASE
Sometime after the miner's strike
my friend Annie Williamson and I
were invited to do some songs and
poems at a miner's benefit concert,
and we were keen to attend as the
main speaker was Tony Benn. We
met him along with the other
performers before the concert
began in what was passing as a
green room. The atmosphere was
slightly frantic, with performers
running through their acts, tuning
their guitars, and calming their
nerves by chattering to whoever
would listen. In the midst of all
this sat Tony Benn in his
shirtsleeves, nodding and smiling
to whoever passed by him,
drinking tea, smoking his pipe and
reading the newspaper. When it
was his time to go on the stage and
give his speech he shuffled off as if
he had just heard his front doorbell
ring. When his speech was over
and the hall was still ringing with
applause, Tony Benn was already
back on his chair, newspaper in
hand and pipe alight. Benn had
the orator's real genius; being able
to say exactly what his audience
wanted to hear. He will be greatly
missed.
And Sue Townsend too. Not only
a wonderful writer who was able
to use her own experience and the
society she lived in to make great
comic work, but also a very brave
and courageous person who was
able to write despite her often very
difficult personal circumstances.
She was also a great and consistent
supporter of libraries, as many
writers are, not because libraries
buy their books, but because their
early experience of and access to
books was through the wonderful

library service. Along with the
blood donor service, libraries
remain an example of socialism in
action, and we should treasure
them.
And very glad to see that the
society is going to show some films!
The film we are showing on 13th
July is Wadjda, and I urge as many
of you as possible to come along. It
is the first feature length film to
come out of Saudi Arabia and also
the first to be directed by a woman,
Haifaa Al-Mansour. Much of the
film was made clandestinely, with
Haifaa communicating with the
actors and crew via mobile phone
from the back of a nearby van.
The film tells a simple story of a
young girl who wants a bicycle
(before she arrives at the age where
she is no longer able to go out of the
house and ride one, and who enters
a Koran learning competition at
school to hopefully win the cash
prize and buy one. This simple
structure allows the director to
show lives of women in Saudi
Arabia and to make a powerful and
very affecting case for progress and
change. I've seen hundreds of
films in my time, and I consider this
to be one of the very best. Please
come along, and pass the word
round. Many people missed it
when it was shown at the Phoenix a
few months ago, and will want to
know of this opportunity to see it.
We have also been thinking of
having another go at starting the
AriPeri cycling club, so that
members could go for a leisurely
bike ride before the evening
meeting. Is anyone interested?
Hamish Whiteley

from the
editor
The Real Sin
Once Leicestershire prided
itself on its schools music
service. It might have been
rather too classically
orientated, but many
professional musicians remain
grateful to the start they got in
Leicestershire schools.
Gradually, the service lost the
financial support it once had.
Instead of being a free service,
it became too costly for many
parents. The present system of
Music Hubs is underfinanced,
but children are still required
to receive music lessons in
school.
The anti music poster that may
still be hanging in the Madani
Boys School is a disgrace. (see
opposite page) It is a sad
reflection of what happens
when you dismantle a system
of locally accountable schools.
It also is what happens when
the state funds faith schools.
To describe music as the work
of Satan and a sin is clearly at
o d d s w i t h t h e s c h o o l ’s
requirement to teach the
National Curriculum. Yet
despite Ofsted inspections
there is doubt as to whether it
is being enforced. Of course, if
the school becomes an
academy, it will be free to
ignore the curriculum.
Telling young people not to
listen to or play music is a
deeply twisted interpretation
of the Koran. Using it to
deprive children of the chance
to take part in music and
singing - now that really is a
sin.
Leicester Secularist
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Once A Catholic
Brought up in England, first born child of an Irish
Catholic mother and a Cornish atheist father-what
chance did I have of making up my own mind? Quite a
good chance, actually, once I realised that the priests
were all too often prurient and controlling. One asked
me, at Confession, if I had had any improper
relationships with men. I was a school girl with plaits
and white ankle socks and I had only the sketchiest
idea what he meant. But it sounded worth considering,
especially when he went into a bit more detail.
We (I am one of four) were taken to Mass each Sunday
at Our Lady Help of Christians; then catechism classes
on Saturday mornings, when the Proddie kids were
enjoying the delights of Saturday morning picturesOld Mother Riley and Buster Keaton, We were in
preparation for our First Holy Communion and for
Confirmation. Holy Days of Obligation, gloomy Good
Fridays, hungry early mornings when we took Holy
Communion and had to fast, processions, clad in white
dresses and mini veils and scattering rosebuds. I felt
like Shirley Temple, but without the dancing,
My socialist Dad, a bricklayer who had been part of the
anti Fascist movement in the 1930's, had no intention of
honouring his promises to Holy Mother Church when
he married our Mum-that any children of the union
would be brought up and educated as Catholics. So we
were in a state of perpetual tension-The Pope or Clem
Atlee? Confession and countless Acts of Contrition, or
Charlie Chaplin? Mum's way or side with Dad? His
contribution to reinforcing how different we were was
to forbid us to take part in Empire Day at school.
What was certain was that we would all go to heaven,
except for Dad. And all of our neighbours, and the
teachers and most of the other kids at school. None of
them could go to heaven. But we would, because we
were Catholics and the others were not. We were really
special because that is what God wanted. And as long
as we went to Confession every week, said our prayers
every night, obeyed the Rules, heaven it would be.
Certainty, exclusivity, being special, safety, smugnessall of these, but coupled with fear too. God had his eye
to a hole in the clouds, watching and waiting for me, a
child of nine, to commit mortal sin. And then
forgetting to reveal this at Confession.
Adolescence brought new perils, not least that Dad
and his orthodoxy gained ground. Reason, logic,
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Imelda Mary Bernadette in her communion dress.
The picture was taken sometime before she became
Mel Read and a member of the European Parliament.
ability to spot bullshit, beginnings of a political
awareness, all served for me to break with Our Lady
Help of Christians, to drift away form the arms of our
Lady of Knock and forget St Teresa of the Flowers.
But is it possible to escape completely? In my head, of
course. It is .I have no soul that I can make sense of, so
what is it that keeps the bond, however frail, still in
place? That first vital seven years? Superstition?
Loyalty to a much loved parent? Whatever, Richard
Dawkins is surely right-there can be no such thing a
Catholic child, a Hindu child. A child brought up in a
Catholic home maybe-but a child is not in a position to
decide on his or her religion. What rankles is that of
this certainty of being right, being the most important,
of intolerance is the defining theme for so many
religions. And also the root of conflict after conflict
ever renewed hostility and bigotry. I am with Charlie
Chaplin-best bet

Caroline Moles

Vote on Trident Likely in 2016

Bruce Kent at the Secular Hall
Bruce Kent, representing the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament, came to the Secular Hall on Tuesday, 8th.
April. He argued the case for the UK getting rid of its
nuclear weapons, the Trident system of 4 submarines
carrying around 40 nuclear warheads each. This is the
UK's weapon of mass destruction. But it is not
independent, as claimed by government officials, as it
depends on technology from the USA.
The government claims that the Trident system needs
replacing, as it is very old. This could cost at least, £100
billion. The vote is scheduled for 2016, and at the moment
the three main political parties are in favour of renewal!
Bruce Kent and CND are campaigning to make people
aware of the huge sums of money at stake and to remind
everyone of the horrific nature of these horrendous and
terrifyingly destructive weapons.
To replace the Trident system would be madness
economically and morally. Currently, over 150 States
have sent representatives to conferences to try to ban
nuclear weapons for ever. Such bans worked to stop
chemical weapons and the use of landmines. The original
treaty for the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, NPT,
has been breached by the USA and the UK. Countries
without nuclear weapons, are realizing that any nuclear
exchange could kill millions of people, disrupt the global
climate and the radioactive fallout could effect life for
generations, so these countries are urgently seeking to
ban nuclear weapons.
Bruce Kent argues everyone needs to be aware of what is
happening in our name. Nuclear weapons are an
appalling waste of money, especially when austerity is
being imposed on people. The Trident system costs
around £6.6 million everyday. Because it involves not just
the Faslane base in Scotland but also Aldermaston and
Burghfield near Reading, and Devonport, Plymouth
which maintains the submarines. Its appalling to think
what a terrible waste of money, taxpayers' money, this
represents. The UK faces no conceivable nuclear threat
and Trident is useless for the kind of modern threats the
UK could face like cyber warfare, climate change or a
terrorist attack. Polls have shown that many people,
when asked, do not support renewing Trident. And
Defence Chiefs deplore that level of spending on just one
type of defence.
Some MPs want to delay any vote on Trident until after
the next Defence Review. CND is working to urge MPs to
d e l a y v o t i n g o n t h e r e n e w a l o f Tr i d e n t .
We need everyone to be aware of this madness and put
pressure on our government to stop. Bruce Kent is
hopeful, 'there are problems, but we can win!' He said.

Adrian Hastings

GOD WILLING!
We speak – me and my friend What are we doing with the bees next year?
We'll make them into two colonies?
Yes...yes...then we'll produce much more honey!
God willing!
However now my friend is not there:
Now I cannot find him.
We were talking – me and my friend:
Which music are we playing
When the group meets up again
Next week?
God willing!
Music by Mozart, that he loved so much.
However now I can hear neither his voice
Nor his clarinet.
We spoke. Are you pleased with your new energy
efficient dwelling that warms with the rays of the sun and a little wood;
With its great wide windows
So you can watch the countryside?
But now he says nothing.
There is heating, but his body is cold.
Where are you my friend?
Why have you gone to hide in the woods?
In a place where we cannot find you?
I want to check over the bees with you!
I want to play my clarinet with you so many more
times.
I so wish to see you , your face full of pride when you
speak of your house.
"God Willing?" NO!
Because there is no god.
"God Willing?" Never!
Because death cannot be the friendship of a god.

Michael Gerrard, March 5th 2014
Leicester Secularist
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Wilf Gaunt

ON GODLESSNESS
At the age of 13 years, and with much fearful
tremulousness at my heterodoxy, I adopted an agnostic
stance: religious wise. In the space of three or four weeks
I had come to a conclusion which Kant, in trying to
disprove Hume, spent his whole professorial career
achieving. Of course, I knew nothing of Hume, Kant, or
Huxley (Darwin’s bloody-fanged bulldog), nor
Huxley’s coining of the word ‘Agnostic’. Mine was an
education framed to produce product-production
fodder: the highest financial gain for investors, for the
lowest financial input operative wise.
In trying to comprehend and visualise the implications
of Kant’s use of the form ‘Metaphysics’; and,
incidentally, hypothesising my own later critique in
physics of the form ‘attraction’ (an alchemic concept
inserted into what is, otherwise, the purely mechanical
reactive regime of the rest of Newton’s laws of motion);
the changing of the Universal Constant by Einstein
(substituting the speed of light for time); as well as
objecting to parts of the current Universal Paradigm
(too many paradoxes); I imagine the universe as
consisting of an ocean of aether (a force-field) as
proposed by late 19th and early 20th century scientists;
and endorsed by Einstein: who also defined its
minimum properties (the existence of currents, waves,
and Shrödinger’s vibrating matter requiring a reactive
medium in which to endure). This homogenous, inertial
universe is the reactive ocean in which we are immersed

and of which we form a part; through and across which
ripple the currents and waves impacting on our senses:
thus enabling us to form an awareness and picture of
our extended environment. The limits of this universe
are, therefore, also the limits of our awareness; and
anything that may exist beyond those limits are
impossible of being revealed to, or impacting on, us:
this is the realm of Kant’s ‘Metaphysics’ (St Augustine of
Hippo’s happy and brilliant, mental games, hunting
ground).
Those who claim knowledge of matters within the
realm of metaphysics are charlatans at worst, and
delusional at best: the ‘god-notion’ exponents being the
most pernicious of these.
But, in trying to ameliorate the ‘god’ brigade’s
delusional extravaganza, we must beware of becoming
just as delusional in our turn. Words and concepts like
‘believe’ and ‘prove’ should be shunned in any
argumentation on matters metaphysical; because belief
cannot alter the reality that may or may not exist there,
and proof is impossible of attainment in this context.
Darwin’s evolutionary theories do not and cannot
prove the nonexistence of a god; even though both
religionists and atheists, unusually, seem to be in
agreement that they can and do.
However, my main object in writing this essay is to
protest the use of the form ‘Godless’; when any
possible, non-revealed god cannot be held responsible
for those who erroneously claim some special, yet
impossible, revelation in the matter. It is these latter
delusionists that we need less of.

Easter Walk
Intrepid Secularists stop
for a breather on Easter
Sunday. Terry Larkin’s
excellent walk took
members through the
Bailey-Sim Wood. This is
situated in the picturesque
Ulverscroft Valley on the
edge of Newtown Linford
with views across to
Beacon Hill.
The walk finished in the
same place as the last walk
- at the pub!
(photo: John Catt)
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Ross Longhurst

Honorary Alderman Ned Newitt

OPPOSE CUTS, DON'T PAY COUNCIL TAX!

OPPOSE CUTS, PAY YOUR COUNCIL TAX!

Recently I was sentenced to twenty-eight days in prison for
refusing to pay Council Tax to Nottingham City Council. I
did this as a protest against the continuing cuts in vital local
services which are being implemented by local authorities
on behalf of the Coalition Government.

Whilst I can admire Ross’s courage and determination, his
political strategy is doomed to failure. It is just not
practical. If it ever became widespread, it would result in
yet more cutbacks. Even those last remnants of the
sectarian left do not advocate a Council Tax boycott.

It has become clear that the austerity programme, which
particularly hits lower income groups, is likely to continue
indefinitely. The Labour leadership have committed
themselves to continue with cuts in public expenditure if
they form a government. Not one local council in the
whole country, regardless of which parties control them,
has resisted the cuts. The Labour-controlled ones have
been just as zealous as the rest in implementing cuts. Only
a handful of councillors throughout the whole country
have even voted against cuts budgets.

It is bizarre that instead of attacking the Government for
slashing local authority funding, he prefers to ‘harass’
Labour Councillors. However, his assumption about the
ability of councillors to oppose cuts is fatally flawed. In the
1980's, some councils attempted to oppose Mrs Thatcher’s
cuts by setting deficit budgets. It resulted in councillors
being disqualified from office and having to face financial
penalties. This has all changed. Today, local councillors
cannot even get as far as setting an illegal budget and
being surcharged. It would be taken out of their hands.

It is clear that anti-austerity actions taken so far - petitions,
pickets, demonstrations, marches, etc. - are completely
ineffective in stopping the cuts. That is why we must take
effective direct action to resist austerity measures.
Twenty-five years ago millions of people refused to pay the
Poll Tax and it forced the Tory Government to abandon this
iniquitous measure. We can do the same again by refusing
to pay Council Tax. Already in Nottingham City over
20,000 people are in arrears with their payments - about
one in six of those liable - and it is much the same
elsewhere. By starving local authorities of funds we could
create a financial crisis to which the Coalition Government
would have to respond.

A council that failed to pass a legal budget would lose
control over its finances. Instead, council officers would be
legally obliged set a balanced budget, with no reference to
the political priorities of the council. Decisions would pass
to unelected bureaucrats – or worse to Eric Pickles. None
of them would be bound by the priorities and manifesto
pledges of those who had been democratically elected.
Arguments about the fear of councillors losing their
alleged perks and privileges are simply irrelevant.

You don't have to go to prison. (Anyway, the prisons are
overcrowded so there is no room because, as I found out
inside, they too are subject to cuts.) It took Nottingham
City Council a year from when I stopped paying to get me
locked up. You can withhold payments up to the point
where you are threatened with committal proceedings and
then agree to pay up in installments. In this way your
council has been deprived of some funds for a year. If more
of us take this action it will push cash-starved councils over
the edge.
By now we should not be under any illusions about
Labour-controlled councils such as in Nottingham,
Leicester and Derby. Most Labour councillors are there not
to serve us but to serve themselves. They receive generous
allowances and expenses. The cabinet of Derbyshire
County Council gave themselves a ten per cent pay rise last
year while continuing to cut services and sack council
workers. Many councillors receive extra money from
sitting on various public bodies and taking advantage of
business opportunities their positions open up. These
people will not take any steps which could threaten their
situation.
In addition to not paying Council Tax we should take other
actions such as disrupting budget-setting council meetings
and harassing councillors.
IF YOU DON'T KICK IT, IT WON'T FALL!

If you believe that cuts delivered by Eric Pickles would be
less damaging than those made by Labour and Green
councillors, then you are not in the realm of reality. In
Leicester the power of local councillors is further
diminished by having an elected mayor. Here, it requires a
two thirds majority of the council to reject or amend the
mayor’s budget. However, a recent legal judgement has
made it now impossible for an elected council to reject or
amend the detail of an elected mayor’s budget.
Forcing a financial crisis did not work during the antiratecapping campaign of 1985. No one actually stopped
the cuts. All that happened was that councils like
Liverpool ended up making chaotic unplanned cuts at the
last minute, resulting in a far worse effect on jobs and
services. As Graham Chapman (Deputy leader of
Nottingham City Council) said:
“We sympathise with Mr Longhurst’s protest against
Government cuts which we also oppose as being
disproportionate and unfair, but not paying your Council Tax is
not only illegal but further undermines the shrinking funds
available for council services.”
Direct action has a role to play in our imperfect democracy,
however it needs to work alongside a genuine popular
feeling as with the Occupy movement. Unfortunately, the
last popular expression elected a government which has
pursued a relentless policy of cutbacks. What is required
are not futile gestures, but to convince the British people
that they need properly funded public services.

Leicester Secularist
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Volunteers Get Started

MORE WORK TO BE DONE

LETTERS
Chris Goodwin appears to have a case of false
memory (Secularist No. 60) in claiming that there
has at some time been a decision in LSS not to
publish Jesus and Mo cartoons. I've been around
for a few years now and have no such
recollection. Perhaps Chris can tell us exactly
when this “decision” was taken? I doubt
whether she can.

Harriet’s room, some years ago
Volunteers, let by Mike Burden and Harry Perry have
started work on the next stage of improvments to the
Secular Hall. Mike has exposed the original glazed
bricks on the stairs down to the gents’ toilets. In
Harriet’s Room, two wooden battens and redundant

The original Secularist editorial that Chris is
attacking (Secularist No. 59) asked a question:
should they be published? The position of the
Board hitherto in respect of the general matter is
that items should not be published in the
Secularist purely for the sake of giving offence.
However, where offence is caused as a byproduct of publishing legitimate comment on or
lampooning religious doctrines, etc., that is
perfectly justifiable. The only open question is
the degree to which we take cognizance of the
risk of violent attacks by religious fanatics on our
members or Secular Hall as a result. When
atheists and Humanists in many Islamic
countries regularly put their lives on the line for
their beliefs (IHEU report, Secular Hall, 27th
April) it is a measure of our own weakness and
fear that we hesitate over the cartoons at all.
Her assertion that the cartoons are “racist” is
curious and I puzzle over the logic that arrives at
this conclusion. Indeed, I wonder if there is a
logic behind the assertion at all.
The Society most certainly stands for free
expression and at a time when this fundamental
Freethought value is under attack from religious
extremists on all sides, who seek to protect their
flimsy beliefs from criticism and ridicule, we do
not need our own members leaping to protect
their “deeply felt religious sentiments” from
offence.

The stairs before the paintwork started to flake.
gas pipes have been removed prior to redecoration. It
is hoped that the fluorescent tube can be replaced by
something more attractive.
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As Stefan Collini says in the concluding
paragraph of his book That's offensive, “There
are many worse things in life than being
offended, and being treated as incapable of
engaging in reasoned argument and
discrimination is one of them”.
Harry Perry

ERNEST GIMSON

The White House, North Avenue,
Leicester, built in 1898.

Ernest Gimson was one of the most
inspiring and influential designers
of his age. His father, Josiah, was one
of the founders of the Leicester
Secular society and his brother
Sydney was its president for many
years. Best known as an architect
and furniture designer, Gimson also
worked in plaster and metal.

Ned Newitt - Lecture report 13th April

Decorative Art at the New Walk
Museum, described how Gimson
was influenced by William Morris’
lecture at the Secular Hall in 1884.
She also described how the Arts and
Craft movement, involving Morris
and Gimson, was a reaction to
industrialisation. This led him
champion a vernacular influenced
architecture. Gimson had also,
through the Art Workers' Guild,
become interested in a more hands
on approach to traditional crafts, and

examples are still in use in the
basement of the Secular Hall.

Gimson’s design for a plasterwork frieze for
Inglewood - the house that he designed for
Ratcliffe Road in 1892.

Ernest did design a masthead for the
Secular Society’s newsletter c1900
and an adapted version of it is in use
on page 14 of this newsletter.
The Secular Hall is an Arts and Craft
building and it now has a Gimson
Room. It would be good to have a a
design in the room based on the work

His philosophy of design was also
very influential. It was a
straightforward approach. He
believed that design was not
something added on and should

Gimson’s ladder backed armchair. It was
made from ash and turned on a pole-lathe.
Gimson’s design for a candle sconce. The
The seat is made from rush and the chair is
highly polished brass was meant to reflect
said to be very comfortable. They are still
the light. A modern version of this design
being made by craftsman Lawrence Neal
can be bought for £1,800
and sell for around £350 each.

come out of the careful use of
proportion and construction, choice
and knowledge of materials, tools
and techniques. His designs were
not imposed on the materials he
worked with, but were adapted to
thir inherent qualities.
His furniture has been described as
one kind of perfect. Meaning that it was
useful and right, pleasantly shaped and
finished, good enough but not too good
for ordinary use.
In her lecture, Jane May, curator of

in 1890 spent time learning to make
rush-seated ladderback chairs. He
also began experimenting with
plasterwork.
Today he has an international
reputation and his work is featured
in a special gallery at New Walk
Museum. Sadly none of his work can
be found at the Secular Hall.
However, the Secular Hall has got
several Gimson benches. They were
designed and made by Josiah
Gimson for the lecture hall and a few

Gimson’s designs adapted to fit in
arches at the end of the Gimson Room.

the

our world famous Secularist
designer and architect. Could it be
possible to adapt one of his designs
to fit the arches in the Gimson room?
Alternatively, some panels could be
made from plaster or wood to fit in
the recesses next the mirrors.

Leicester Secularist
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Humanism
The Nuneaton Connection

Market Bosworth: here we are in South
West Leicestershire but with a
Coventry postcode and with
Nuneaton as our postal town. But
whether you look to Leicester or
Nuneaton there are local links with
free thinking and humanism that
many might not realise.

George Eliot
Nuneaton offers us the George Eliot
Hospital, George Eliot School, and the
George Eliot Hotel. George Eliot was
the pen name of the author and 19th
century freethinker Marian Evans. She
was born in 1819 at Arbury Farm, now
South Farm, on the Arbury Estate near
Nuneaton. Her father, Robert Evans,
was manager of the Estate. They lived
at Griff House from when she was just
four months old. (today: a bar and
restaurant, just off the A444 Griff
Way). Many of the places in George
Eliot’s novels are based on the village
of Chilvers Coton, where she was
baptised in the local church which she
calls Shepperton in Scenes of Clerical
Life. Although now absorbed into
Nuneaton (Milby in her early works)
we can perhaps imagine the village as
not being too different from Market
Bosworth at the time, with its Hall,
Church, School and the coming of the
nearby Railway. Whereas many of the
villagers of Chilvers Coton would
have been mineworkers, in Market
Bosworth many would have been
framework knitters suffering from the
decline in demand.
By all accounts, the child and young
woman we now know as George Eliot
was a favourite of her father. As relief
officer for the estate, he distributed
assistance to the poor and helped
administer the workhouse. From him,
a man of conservative, High Church
views, she is said to have acquired a
sympathy and sense of responsibility
for the welfare of working families.
Her independence of views in
religious matters became clear even in
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her school years however, adopting
Calvinism and a ‘growing
puritanical fervour’. Later though,
he continued to support her: he
ordered all the theological books she
required from London and ensured
she had tutors from Coventry in
Music, German and later Italian.

Both the BHA and the Humanist
Heritage web sites have pages
dedicated to George Eliot noting her
gradual rejection of religion through
her twenties (while caring for her
father after they had moved
unwillingly to Coventry) and later
(after her move to London following
her father’s death in 1849).

Georg Eliot the Radical
In Coventry she became associated
with the radical Rosehill Circle,
taking over the translation into
English of one of the most
revolutionary and important
theological treatises of the 19th
century, published as The Life of Jesus,
Critically Examined by David Friedrich
Strauss. Her name did not appear as
the translator of the original German
when the work was first printed in
1846. This may have shielded her
from the furore over the claim that
the miracles described in the New
Testament were mythical. Her
relationship with her much-loved
father was severely tested however,
when her loss of faith led her at first
to refuse to continue to attend church
with him.
Goodness without god
But Humanism needs more than
atheism to be worthy of the name.
Her writings explore the possibility
of goodness without god in an
essentially humanist way. She herself
said of her books: “If art does not
enlarge men’s sympathies it does
nothing morally,” and she hoped her
readers “would be better able to imagine
and to feel the pains and joy of those who
differ from themselves in everything but
the broad fact of being struggling, erring

Portrait of George Eliot by Frederick
William Burton, 1864

human creatures”. Her books,
including The Mill on the Floss, Silas
Marner, Adam Bede, Middlemarch and
Daniel Deronda, explore themes
which include the interdependence
of all human beings and the search
for values to live by in a confusing
and changing world.

Warwickshire Humanists
How appropriate then, that the first
meeting of the Warwickshire
Humanist Group was held last
September in the George Eliot Hotel
in Nuneaton (thought to be the
origin of the Red Lion in her novel
Janet’s Repentance). In fact doubly
appropriate. There to welcome us as
a partner group was the Chief
Executive of the BHA, Andrew
Copson, himself a Nuneatonian.
Such local groups exist all over the
country and allow like-minded
people to meet, socialise, learn,
debate, organise and have fun !
Roger Henry, @theKnotter
This is an abrided version of the article
first appeared in the March 2014 issue of
Aspect, the Market Bosworth and
District Community Magazine
(Volume 23, Issue No 6). It has been

they provided in the reading room
which they were about to open to the

OUR HISTORY

ITEMS FROM THE SECULAR SOCIETY’S PAST
Researched and edited by Ned Newitt

OPENING OF THE SECULAR HALL SUNDAY READING ROOMS
Leicester Chronicle - Saturday 23rd May 1885
The Leicester Secular Society having decided to grant free admission of
the public on Sundays to their reading rooms at the Secular Hall, a
meeting to inaugurate the new movement was held at the hall on Sunday
afternoon. The chair was occupied by Mr. T. Wright, president of the
society, and there were also on the platform the Rev. J. Moden, Councillor
J. Butcher, Councillor T. Raven, Mr. T. Slater (manager of the hall), and Mr.
Sydney Gimson (secretary of the
society). The Chairman, in opening liberal towns in the kingdom,
the proceedings, said they were should still be so extremely
met there that afternoon to do conservative with regard to its
something which had never been reference library on Sundays. He
attempted before in Leicester, did not wish to see the lending
namely, the opening of a reading library opened or the newsroom
room and library which should be all the Sabbath Day, but the higher
absolutely free to the public on class of papers and books in the
Sundays without any restriction or reference library ought to be in the
cost. They wished that, although hands of those who paid for them,
that reading room was opened in a and who might like to use them on
building devoted to Secular that day. (Hear, hear.)
purposes there should be no Councillor Butcher remarked that it
restriction upon the literature that was a great shame that people who
would be perused, so that if any of were unable to visit the libraries and
their religious friends wished to set reading rooms on weekdays should
their views before the public there be denied access to them on
would be absolute liberty for them Sundays, when they had time to
attend. They were robbing the
to do so. (Cheers.)
people of a right which they ought
They hoped that the new
to possess, and he trusted the time
movement would give an impetus
was not far distant when they
to the spirit in the town towards the
should have both the Museum and
opening of the Free Library and
Free Libraries opened on Sundays,
Museum on Sundays. (Hear, hear.)
and that there would be an
It was a disgrace that in Radical expression in the town which would
Le i ce st e r t h e p l a ce s w h i ch induce the Corporation to accede to
belonged to the public should be the appeal. (Hear, hear.) Let them
closed. The Secularists of Leicester, make the world more beautiful, and
had thought that they could not do the minds of the people more
better than utilise their own refined in order that they might
building for the furtherance of the enjoy it, but they could not do that
object. (Hear, hear.)
unless they gave them more
opportunities.
No one could take
Rev. J. Moden, said it was a strange
thing that Leicester, one of the most exception to the literature which
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SUNDAY READING ROOMS
FOR THE PEOPLE
To the Editor, Sir,—
So far as Leicester is concerned efforts
have been made in the past to induce
our corporate body to throw open our
public institutions on the only day
that many of our workers can possibly
avail themselves of them, but all in
vain.
These said workers won't go to
church. Even if they did go in a seedy
suit, they would have to take a back
seat. There's only one other
alternative: the pubs are open, where
they are received with open arms. I do
not wonder at some of the dwellers in
our slums seeking temporary refuge in
the warmth and light of our modern
‘publics,’ and getting drunk to forget
their miserable surroundings. Yet our
enlightened rulers cannot see the
necessity of giving them
opportunities for sober recreation in
the contemplation of works of art in
our museums and picture galleries,
and storing in their minds the
treasures that are to be found in our
Free Library, which is paid for by the
people, and ought to be at the people's
service on any and every day in the
week, including Sunday.
In conclusion, I sincerely hope that
the new departure so wisely
inaugurated by the Leicester Secular
Society for the benefit of the general
public may be followed by a more
enlightened and liberal disposition on
the part of our pastors and masters.
Yours respectfully,
J. H. Woolley, Leicester, May 18th
1885
J.H. Woolley, was a Secular Society
member and a pioneer of the Unity
Shoes Co-operative. He later became a
Town Councillor.(ed)

SECULAR WORLD NEWS
from the National Secular Society

Guilty of blasphemy in Pakistan

OAP FACES DEATH PENALTY
Muhammad Asghar is a 68 year old from Edinburgh, currently resident
in Pakistan. Mohammad was arrested in 2010 for allegedly writing letters
claiming he was a prophet. He was sentenced to death for blasphemy in
2014. His lawyers maintain it was never established that he posted or
even intended to post the letters. During his trial, his legal team were
dismissed, and the state nominated replacement presented no evidence
in his defence. Muhammad Asghar is a paranoid schizophrenic with a
history of mental illness and attempted suicide in 2010.
Despite, the best efforts of the Scottish Secular Society who have enlisted
the support of prominent politicians, he still remains in detention in
Adiala jail, Rawalpindi. His appeal has been lodged, but it could take up
to five years to be heard. An online petition calling for his release has so far
amassed 30,000 signatures. You can find it at www.change.org

A major fundraising event - please support!

Chris Lloyd and Keith Buck of Talon

Leicester Secular Society

Board Meeting
30th March 2014
l Agreed to follow up earlier

negotiations with the City
Council concerning work to the
front of the Secular Hall.
l A volunteer minute secretary

was still needed
l It was agreed to seek feedback

on the Secularist at the next
review meeting in June.
l Agreed to continue support for

the Sunday Assembly.
l Concern was expressed that the

Society might have to pay
Corporation Tax, if the present
system of governance
continued.
l It was agreed to support the

Quest student group.
l The PAT electrical safety checks

were nearly complete,.
l Members were nominated for a

food safety course.
l The piano stool is to be re-

upholstered.
l The audio system was discussed

and it was agreed to investigate
how it can be improved.
l The need for better ventilation in

the kitchen was discussed.
l It was agreed that the Building

Improvement Sub-Committee
would make further
recommendations for the
improvement of the Harriet Law
Room.

Our members Chris Lloyd and Keith Buck of Talon (see above), the
top Eagles tribute band, will be singing the songs you love to hear
to acoustic guitar.

l The appropriate scale of

Funds raised will go towards the next step in our Hall modernisation
plans - upgrading the Harriet Law Room and hallway with new carpets
and redecoration.
Book your tickets with Mike on 0116 270 3335; Members and
concessions £5.50, guests £8 (Asylum seekers without resources free entry)

concessionary charges for
paying events was discussed. It
was agreed that concessions
would be roughly 20% whilst
Asylum Seekers, without means
of support would be free.

Licensed Bar from 6.30pm
Secular Hall at 7pm on Sunday 4th May

l The treasurer reported on the

Society’s finances.
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Leicester Secular Society Contacts
All can be reached by post via the Hall address

President - Gush Bhumbra
Tel: 07966443097 Email: gbhumbra@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Chairperson - Anthony Matthew
Tel: 0116 2703143 Email: anthony.matthew@tiscali.co.uk
Membership Secretary/Treasurer - John Catt:
Tel: 01509 211468 Email: memsec@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Company Secretary - Kate Housden:
Tel: 07900 583306 Email: kmhousden@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Hall bookings/maintenance - Mike Burden:
Tel: 07722 782727 Email: secularhall@gmail.com
Events Coordinator - Harry Perry
Tel: 07795 097635 Email: harry.perry1@btinternet.com
Secularist Editor - Ned Newitt:
Tel: 0116 2707076 Email: secularist@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Website and news - Frank Friedmann:
Tel: 07947 573951 Email: web@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Library and archives - Gillian Lighton:
Tel: 07989 122917 Email: gillianlighton@hotmail.com
Keyholders: Mike Burden, Harry Perry and Gillian Lighton
Audio-visual kit: Normally held by Mike Burden.
Leicester Secular Society
Registered Office: Secular Hall, 75 Humberstone Gate, Leicester LE1 1WB
Email: mail@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Website: www.leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
LSS is a company limited by guarantee Reg. No. 06292639

NEED A Reduced
LIFTbusTO
MEETINGS?
services on Sundays are making
it difficult for members to get to and from
Secular Society meetings. Can you help? If
you are able to give someone a lift or need
one yourself, please get in touch with John
Catt, tel: 01509 211468
Email: memsec@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk

Disclaimer, Code of Conduct and Copyright
The Leicester Secularist is a not-for-profit undertaking of Leicester Secular Society. Please note
that the views and proposals expressed in this journal are not necessarily those of the Editor or
the Board of the Society, and the Editor, the Society and its officers accept no liability for views
expressed. As the journal of a Freethought organisation any member’s views may be published
subject to the usual constraints of avoiding libel, occasional editing to fit the space available
and intrinsic merit.
When writing please abstain from gratuitous bad language and avoid being unnecessarily
offensive, especially to other members! We express our thanks for non-Society images sourced
under the fair use convention for the purposes of debate and education. Resolution is reduced
to prevent onward commercial use. The contents may be reproduced at will unless the item is
accompanied by a copyright symbol. An acknowledgement of the source (for original material)
would be appreciated - with a link to the Society website.
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deadlines

The copy deadline for the next
edition is 12 noon, on Friday May
23rd 2014.
We welcome new articles, letters,
jokes, poems, news, cartoons,
book reviews, etc. Please send via
the Hall or email to Ned at the
address in the adjacent box.
Please include photos or
illustrations where you have
them. Aim to write less than 500
words, although longer articles
may be accepted if appropriate.
Please ensure they are submitted
well ahead of the deadline. If you
submit handwritten articles,
please give us enough time to type
your article into the computer.
Ned Newitt (editor)

BOOK THE HALL
The Secular Hall can be booked for
morning, afternoon or evening
sessions. The hall offers a fully
equipped kitchen, wi-fi and an
accessible toilet. The rates for booking
are:
Large Hall (the Gimson Room)
seats up to 75 or up to 60 diners.
Kitchen and multi media facilities
are available.
£30 per session, (£5 extra to use
the kitchen for catering)
Small meeting room (the
Harriet Law Room)
will seat 10 people. £12 per
session.
The times of the sessions are:
Morning: 9 - 1pm
Afternoon: 2 - 6pm
Evening: 6:30 - 9:30pm
Contact Mike Burden on 0116
2703335 to book or for more details.

